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ADRIAN Todd is hoping that the SA Racing Industry will be smiling soon!

SA Government can nudge us over the line
ADRIAN Todd is aiming to have South Africa opened up for direct equine exports to Europe within the
next six months but he stresses that he needs further government help to achieve this long-awaited
goal, writes MICHAEL CLOWER.
Todd, former boss of Cape Thoroughbred Sales and for
the past 18 months managing director of South Africa
Equine Health and Protocols, spelt out his considerable progress in an interview with James Goodman on
Monday night’s Winning Ways.

Equine exports to Europe, and indeed to the rest of the
world, have been repeatedly banned as a result of
African Horse Sickness outbreaks and in recent years
the only way out has been via an extended quarantine
period in Mauritius.

He said: “I am confident we will achieve this
(unrestricted horse exports) before a year and I am
shooting at trying to get it all sorted out by June.”

Todd stressed that he has had a lot of help from the
South African government but what he needs now is
an audit of the protocols by the European Union’s veterinary officials.

Todd was appointed to head SAEHP by Chris van
Niekerk (the initial chairman) in 2017 with Mike de
Kock also a director. Since then Van Niekerk has taken
a back seat and Brian Finch has become chairman. De
Kock is still on the board but has been joined by a
number of prominent people in the industry including
Summerhill Stud boss Mick Goss.

He said: “We have a protocol in place with Hong Kong
but it is under temporary suspension. However the
minute we start trading with the EU other countries will
come on line. The world looks to the EU which is
considered a gold standard.
(to page 2)
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David Nieuwenhuizen aims
at best season ever

GOVERNMENT NUDGE (fm p1)

WE found the photo on the left of trainer David
Nieuwenhuizen and his daughter Tarryn on Facebook
– Tarryn is much prettier than her dad’s runner Festive
Linngari, who won an Assessment Plate over 2400m
at the Vaal on Tuesday, and they look good next to this
article!

“What we need now from government is a final political
push to get the EU to come here and to get them to
reinstate our direct trade. For the first time ever I believe we are in a position to pass an EU audit and
government also feels confident that we will pass.

“Tarryn’s actually leaving for the UK soon to pursue
her career in accounting,” said David, whose youthful
looks hide the fact that he’s a hard-knocker who goes
back a few decades in horse racing and has held his
own licence for nearly 15 years.

”If we do so the next thing that will happen is that a
report will be lodged with the EU veterinary commission
and it could take six to eight weeks for the report to be
finalised.”

David has proven himself to be versatile with horses
over any distance, having trained quality sprinters like
Virgo’s Babe and Green Crest to middle-distance types
like Master Magic to stayers like Sovereign Reign and
Waity Kaity.

Todd is fully aware of the possible pitfalls between here
and what has for so long seemed as elusive as the end
of the rainbow. He knows that some countries are still
not fully convinced that South African horses will not
bring African Horse Sickness with them.

He rates up-and-coming three-year-old handicapper
Master Magic the best horse in the yard at present
while another young horse, Tarzan, is regaining his
confidence and promise.

“For the first time I believe we are on the brink but the
last thing we need is for a concerned foreign industry
within the EU to lobby against us even if we pass the
audit.”

He hasn’t seen a new owner in almost two seasons,
however, and is one of those die-hard horsemen just
waiting for an opportunity with a truly top horse.
“People tend to bring me older horses who look to be
nearing the end of their careers, but we’ve proved with
runners like Waity Katie (3 wins as a five-year-old
mare, still earning at six), and Sovereign Reign (6 wins
rising eight), that we can do the job.

This is what happened before when bloodstock agent
Grant Pritchard-Gordon (now also a member of the CTS
yearling inspection team) tried to promote South Africa’s cause only to be shot down by the British TBA.

“I don’t really like the word ‘boutique’ stable, of course
we give extra personal attention to horses, especially
the older ones with niggles, but new patrons are always needed. We have 38 stabled at the moment of
which six are unraced youngsters and a few with no
promise will be leaving the stable soon.”

Todd believes that this is South Africa’s moment and
that there will only be one chance. “If we don’t get it
right this time we can forget about it for a generation
and, if we don’t get it, we are in serious trouble. South
Africa must export and we now need the audit. We also
need this final (government) push to get the EU here.
For the first time we are on the brink.”

Despite having to work with limited strings, David has
made a good impression in recent seasons. In
2017/18 he saddled a career best 23 winners and
Festive Linngari, owned by his long-time patrons Danny and Ronel Collins, gave the stable its 18th winner
this season. “We hope to better the 23, there are a
few months left,” he says.

The Australian was a big success at CTS but if he pulls
this one off he will transform the fortunes of South Africa’s dwindling band of thoroughbred breeders and
allow our best horses to fly the flag around the world.
He will also warrant a place in racing’s Hall Of Fame. Gold Circle.

“Sovereign Reign is running again this Saturday, he is
a good older horse with issues, he has muscle problems and he over-reaches. Our farrier Douglas
Jackman does a great job with him, getting him ready
to run time and again. He should give a good
account of himself again this weekend.

Vaal: Thursday race times
Please be advised of the new race times for the Thursday 7 February race meeting at the Vaal.

“We also have Danny and Ronel’s three-year-old
gelding Chevron running at Turffontein, we’ve booked
Gavin Lerena and we’re expecting them to be in the
money.” - tt.

Race 1: 13:10 Race 2: 13:40 Race 3: 14:10
Race 4: 14:40 Race 5: 15:10 Race 6: 15:45
Race 7: 16:20 Race 8: 16:55 Race 9: 17:30
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Trainer looked weary at Wednesday’s hearing
DARREN Weir can now truly attest to one week being a long time. Last Wednesday morning, at the
break of dawn, Weir's stables at Ballarat and Warrnambool were raided. Seven days later the 48-yearold trainer would be sent into exile from racing, an industry he ruled with ever-increasing dominance
across Australia, for four years.
Racing Appeals and Disciplinary Board Chairman Judge
John Bowman and fellow Judge Brian Forrest believed
a four-year disqualification period was adequate while
Judge Joshua Bernstein wished to impose a five-year
disqualification.
And it was when Bowman, who spoke on behalf of
Forrest, delivered the reasons for arriving at a four-year
disqualification as a suitable penalty that the Weir facade cracked.
"It's sad for it to have come to this," Bowman said
ruefully as a bright, red-faced Weir leant forward gazing
towards the carpet, wiping his eyes.

said: "Now you will be remembered for possessing
instruments of cruelty and instruments associated
with high-level cheating."

Weir was seated in the front row of the hearing room,
alongside his legal representative Patrick Wheelahan,
who had done all the talking for his client through the
two-and-a-half-hour hearing.

Weir's Ballarat property was raided at 6:05am last
Wednesday and 35 minutes into the search, three
'jiggers' were located in his master bedroom.
Bowman said that the jiggers being discovered in the
master bedroom couldn't 'infer inadvertence'. "It suggests personal knowledge and a desire to conceal,"
Bowman said. - racing.com.

By now it was as if the enormity of the situation had hit
Weir as he struggled to hold his emotions together.
"All of this makes your fall even more sadder," Bowman
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Punter bets $60,000 on Winx
ONE punter has placed a $60,000 (app R600,000) bet
on Winx extending her winning streak to 33 races by the
end of 2019.
TAB Australia are offering markets on the star mare
continuing her perfect run of results and one customers
snapped up the $2.20 on offer for it to reach 33 wins
during 2019.
TAB are offering odds on the current run of 29 wins in a
row with the option to back 30, 31, 32 or 33 consecutive
victories.
A $60,000 was placed on 33, meaning Winx needs to
win another four races this year - with TAB firming that
option to $2.10 after the bet was placed.
Another TAB customer has placed $29,000 at odds of
$1.70 on her winning streak extending to 32 races by
the end of the year.—racingbase.com.au.

CRT MIXED SALE *

He has bowled ‘em over!
FROM Summerhill Stud: “A friendly Wednesday
greeting from Rabada who is enjoying some much
deserved down time after a busy covering season.
The team cannot wait to see his first foals hit the
ground this year!”

@turftalk1

FRIDAY 8 FEBRUARY 2019 at
DURBANVILLE
STARTING AT 2PM. GREAT VALUE,
GREAT FUN and SIRE POWER.
View catalogue on centralroute.co.za

NOTE:
CRT SALE SUPPLEMENARY CATALOGUE
VIEW HERE
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No, it’s not a snow-horse!

WHEN we saw this photo we briefly thought of it being a
“snow-horse” unique to the bitterly cold Chicago areas, but of
course a “snow-horse” is a non-existent breed. This is
in reality an Akhal-Teke stallion with perlino coloration, that
shows off the metallic sheen in the coat and has made this
breed famous. This, combined with its lanky, delicate
features, has earned it the nickname of the "supermodel" of
the horse world. Though the sheen can be present in any coat
colour, the colours that show it off the best are buckskin
(shown below), palomino, cremello and perlino.
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